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Happy Real-Name Registration

Enter the selection page, first select the 

registration method

1: Register for SMS authentication by phone number/SSID

2: Enter the ICCID (Sim card number 

89852xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) of the purchased Happy product 

with ICCID and phone number registration, and the system 

will receive a confirmation number to be entered on the 

page, then click Next to confirm

3: Register with ICCID and QR code authentication 

password

Then choose to enter the personal registration 

or company registration:

- Individual registration: each registration can be up to 10

- Company registration: each B.R can be up to 25



Method1 : Register for SMS authentication by phone number or ICCID

Step 2

Take a photo of the registered 
document and send it to our system, 
after the system automatic recognition 
(OCR), the text on the registered 
document (such as customer name, ID 
number and date of birth) will be made

Hong Kong people must register with 
Hong Kong ID card (HKSAR passport 
and BNO are not accepted)

If you register with a passport of 
another country, you must also click 
"Confirm No Hong Kong Identity 
Card" before registration before you 
can register in the next step

When the customer sees whether his 
information is correct in the system, if 
it is correct, press "Next" to confirm



Method2 : Enter ICCID and phone number registration 

Step 2

Take a photo of the registered 
document and send it to our system, 
after the system automatic recognition 
(OCR), the text on the registered 
document (such as customer name, ID 
number and date of birth) will be made

Hong Kong people must register with 
Hong Kong ID card (HKSAR passport 
and BNO are not accepted)

If you register with a passport of 
another country, you must also click 
"Confirm No Hong Kong Identity 
Card" before registration before you 
can register in the next step

When the customer sees whether his 
information is correct in the system, if 
it is correct, press "Next" to confirm



Method3 : Register with ICCID and QR code authentication password

Step 2

Take a photo of the registered 
document and send it to our system, 
after the system automatic recognition 
(OCR), the text on the registered 
document (such as customer name, ID 
number and date of birth) will be made

Hong Kong people must register with 
Hong Kong ID card (HKSAR passport 
and BNO are not accepted)

If you register with a passport of 
another country, you must also click 
"Confirm No Hong Kong Identity 
Card" before registration before you 
can register in the next step

When the customer sees whether his 
information is correct in the system, if 
it is correct, press "Next" to confirm



Confirm successful registration

- But if the customer finds that there is 
something wrong in the identification text 
after uploading the identity document in 
step 2, and can make corrections and then 
confirm the wrong place, it will take longer 
to check (the information will be 
communicated to our customer service) It 
takes about 12 hours for colleagues to 
process), and the system will automatically 
activate when the information is correct 
after checking.

Step 3

If the Sim card is successfully registered 
after confirmation, it will be automatically 
activated within about 15 to 30 minutes, 
and a welcome SMS will be received at 
the same time.



Check registration status / cancel

Show results: 
1. Accept SIM card registration
2. The SIM card has been registered
3. The SIM card has been unregistered

Check registration status / 
cancel registered calling card

Enter the relevant information 
according to the menu


